Danielle Smith – A Game Changer
By Rod Fraser

Danielle Smith – the new Alberta Premier
While chatting with Ray a week or so ago, we briefly
touched on the topic of Danielle Smith and her
campaign to win the leadership of the United
Conservative Party (‘UCP’) in Alberta.
Well, the votes are now in and Ms. Smith won the
leadership on the sixth ballot with ~ 53% of the
vote. Since the UCP has a majority in the Alberta
legislature, Ms. Smith was sworn in as Premier on

-2October 11, 2022. She intends to run for a seat in
the legislature in the rural riding of Brooks-Medicine
Hat.
Smith believes

input from

rural

ridings

is

important to the body politic and she plans to
promote a number of rural MLAs to cabinet. This is
quite unlike Jason Kenney, whose cabinet was
disproportionately weighted to members from the
city of Calgary.
I recall Ray saying that he thought ‘Smith’ was
the most popular name in Canada and the United
States. It appears this is so, according to a recent
census. But in Danielle Smith’s family history, the
name ‘Philip Smith’ was chosen by, or assigned to,
her great-grandfather, Philipus Kolodnicki, when he
arrived in Canada from Ukraine in 1915.
I don’t know too much about Marlaina Danielle
Smith’s early years. Her Wikipedia page tells us that
she was born in Calgary in 1971, the second of five
children. It seems she had a normal upbringing, with
two working parents in the oil patch.
Danielle completed high school and obtained a
bachelor’s degree from the University of Calgary, all
the while working parttime jobs such as McDonalds,
a bingo parlour and bussing tables. During her
university studies, she was also active with the
federal and provincial Progressive Conservatives,

-3rising to the Presidency of the campus PC Club.
Over the course of her adult life, after interning
with the Fraser Institute, she worked as a school
board trustee, a journalist (Calgary Herald), a TV
and radio host, an elected politician in the Alberta
Legislative Assembly, and leader of the Wildrose
Party. She also owns a restaurant in High River with
her husband, called ‘The Dining Car’, this being a
CPR dining car from the days of old.

Smith is now the Premier of Alberta and the new
leader of the United Conservative Party, replacing
Jason Kenney. In 2006, she also worked as a
provincial director of the Canadian Federation of

-4Independent Business. All in all, a good background
for someone who aspires to be an effective leader in
Alberta.
Her political career has not been conventional. In
2009, disgusted with the large spending of the
Stelmach

government,

Ms.

Smith

left

the

Progressive Conservative party to join a relatively
new party, initially called the Wildrose Alliance.
She was elected leader of the party later that
year and won a seat in the Alberta legislature in the
2012 election, where Wildrose won 17 seats and
34.3% of the vote to become the official opposition.
It seemed that the wind was in its sails, and its
future looked promising.
Unfortunately, during the run-up to the 2012
election, there were a couple of Wildrose candidates
who spoke disparagingly of Gays and Non-Whites.
Smith chose to defend them and the momentum for
the Wildrose Party diminished.
Later she noted her error and proposed that
candidates for Wildrose would thereafter be required
to “respectfully communicate their views” or they
would be removed as candidates.
In 2014, sometime after an anti-discrimination
motion she favoured was voted down by the party,
she and eight other Wildrose MLAs left the party to
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led by the fiscally-conservative Jim Prentice. Smith
explained her thinking as follows (slightly edited):
If you’re going to be the Opposition leader, you
have to really want to take down the government
and the premier. I don't want to take down Jim
Prentice. I want him to succeed. He and I see eye
to eye on many issues.
This was not a popular move. When she later ran
for the Progressive Conservative nomination for
Highwood, leading up to the 2015 election, she was
soundly

defeated.

In

the

subsequent

general

election, the riding was won by a Wildrose Party
candidate.
It appeared at the time that Smith’s political career
was over. The floor crossing had angered many
people. She was not popular in many parts of Alberta
in the aftermath of the 2015 election. But being a
woman of considerable talent, she found a job
hosting a talk radio program on CHQR in Calgary.
Slowly over time, she rebuilt her reputation. Here
is Bobby Painter’s take on her fall from political
popularity, only to be resurrected a few years later
(as reported by the CBC – slightly edited):
After the floor-crossing, Bobby Painter, an ardent
Wildroser, didn’t want to hear Smith’s voice on his
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not in the school bus he drove part-time.
Eventually, this semi-retired farmer from a tiny
east-central Alberta hamlet gave Danielle Smith’s
show a shot. Her segments slamming deficits,
doubting the urgency of climate action, and
proposing radical solutions to remedy AlbertaOttawa relations — it all reminded Painter that
Smith was as soundly conservative as he was.
His bitterness about the floor crossing drifted
away. “Once I got over that, I listened to every
episode, every chance I got,” Painter told CBC
News in September.
Painter became enthused when Smith promised
to stick it to Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, with
plans for Alberta to go it alone on police and
pensions, and her explanations as to why the
Alberta Sovereignty Act was required.
Danielle Smith’s rise to Premier of Alberta, is a
remarkable political comeback story. Eight years
after she led a mass walkout of the Wildrose Party,
leading to an NDP provincial victory and her own
political oblivion, she’s risen anew. Bobby Painter
and many other Albertans have listened to her
message and may well vote for her in the upcoming
Alberta election expected May 29, 2023.
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campaign was her proposed ‘Alberta Sovereignty
Act’, a piece of legislation which is expected to be
passed by the Alberta legislature this fall.
In short, it will permit the Alberta government to
refuse enforcement of any federal law or policy that
violates Alberta’s provincial jurisdiction or that
breaches the Charter Rights of Albertans. Before
acting on such matters, the Alberta government will
introduce a special motion for a free vote of all MLAs
on the matter at issue.
I happen to think this is an excellent proposal.
While it might be subject to constitutional challenge
from the federal government, it will take years for
any decision to work through the courts, while in the
meantime, the Sovereignty Act would prevail. This
is far better solution that allowing the federal
government to act arbitrarily, and then chasing
them through the courts to try and reverse their
policies.
If the Sovereignty Act works as intended, other
provinces will likely pass Sovereignty Acts of their
own, leading to a more varied and decentralized
Canada. I can’t wait for it to happen.
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